ST FRANCIS XAVIER OVERVIEW BOYS

UNISEX SPORTS UNIFORM
(Worn only on class timetabled PE/Sport Days - at least 2 days per week)

- Bucket Hat with SFX Logo
  - OR SLOUCH HAT with SFX Logo

- Sublimated SFX Sports Top & BLACK COOLFIT Sports Shorts

- Bomber Jacket with SFX Logo
  - OR Polar Fleece Vest with SFX Logo
  - OR Polar Fleece Jacket with SFX Logo

- Bottle Zip Leg Track Pants
  - OR Bottle Double Knee Track Pants

- Runners, White Socks
  - (Optional SFX Sports Socks Available)

SUMMER UNIFORM

- Short Sleeve Polo with SFX Logo
  - OR SLOUCH HAT with SFX Logo

- Bottle Green Gaberdine School Shorts

- Black Leather Shoes, Grey Ankle Socks

WINTER UNIFORM

- Short Sleeve Polo with SFX Logo
  - OR Long Sleeve Polo with SFX Logo

- Boys Dark Grey School Trousers
  - OR Boys Dark Grey School Shorts

- Bomber Jacket with SFX Logo
  - OR Polar Fleece Vest with SFX Logo
  - OR Polar Fleece Jacket with SFX Logo

- Bottle Zip Leg Track Pants
  - OR Bottle Double Knee Track Pants

- Optional: Wet Weather Jacket with SFX Logo

Available at Surrey Clothing
surreyonline.com.au